Data Access Technologies (DAT) Provides MDA® Tools and Services

Data Access Technologies is a strong supporter and contributor to OMG’s initiative, the Model Driven Architecture®. It represents a real opportunity for the industry to embrace enterprise modeling needs with standards-based solutions.

MDA Products and Technologies from DAT

Data Access Technologies premier MDA modeling tool, “Component-X™”, provides high-level simulation and executable models for multiple platform-specific components, including Java and XML. Emphasizing the “enterprise” in Enterprise Architecture (EA) and utilizing drag-and-drop assembly, users can integrate architectures within the business or with customers and their supply chain. Business components use adapters to connect to the distribution infrastructure, allowing support of multiple middleware technologies.

In addition to Component-X, DAT provides and licenses MDA technologies to its industry partners and clients. DAT has extended Component-X to produce an end-to-end implementation of standards based MDA standards, including EDOC and CWM. Using advanced model based technologies, DAT can adapt quickly to multiple UML profiles and implementation technologies.

MDA Services from DAT

DAT provides its customers with expertise and an industry view of the MDA. DAT helps put together the enterprise architecture, tooling and team to take advantage of MDA. Much of the methodology needed to automate the process from high level, business focused architecture to design to implementation has already been developed. And because DAT has in-house experts adept and skilled in the MDA, solutions for customers are implemented quickly and reliably.

DAT can also provide consulting on MDA related standards like UML™, EDOC, MOF™, CORBA®, ebXML and other middleware and web services based technologies.
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